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Introduction
A compelling case study could very well be the 
best way to convert a prospect into a customer. 

What could be more persuasive than one of your star 
customers telling the world just how much you’ve helped 
them? And letting prospective customers see that you  
might be able to help them too?

Just think: 9 out of 10 consumers read reviews of products 
or services before they buy. They talk to friends, sift 
through social media and check out online product reviews 
and testimonials. With so many options at their fingertips, 
they’re doing their research and looking for the best bang 
for their buck.

It’s no different in the world of B2B SaaS companies. 
Potential customers are looking for a solution to a challenge 
they’re facing. And they’re searching around for a company 
they can trust to bring them maximum benefits. 

Enter the case study—one of the most powerful marketing 
tools available. A killer case study:

• boosts credibility

• inspires confidence in your service

• resonates with readers 

• showcases what you can do

• offers insights into the way you work

Executing a case study that hits all of those points is not 
easy. It requires commitment on your part, and on the part of 
the customer you feature. You’ve got to conduct a customer 
interview that is candid, honest and full of juicy details. 
And then you’ve got to write a captivating case story that 
highlights the benefits your services can offer. 

We’re here to help. 9 out of 10 consumers read reviews before they buy*

*SEARCH ENGINE LAND

https://searchengineland.com/88-consumers-trust-online-reviews-much-personal-recommendations-195803
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You need strong source material to build an 
effective case study. Picking which customer 
to feature is a crucial first step—and your first 
challenge. If you get this part right, the case 
study will practically write itself. 

The ideal customer to showcase in your case study loves 
your service. It’s brought them dramatic results. Perhaps 
you’ve worked closely with this customer and fostered a 
positive relationship. Maybe you’ve solved a challenge  
that your customer’s previous vendor couldn’t. Or maybe  

they’re in an industry you 
haven’t featured yet. 

Survey your sales and 
customer service teams for 
suggestions of customers who 

might be ideal to feature—exceptional customers, those who 
have reported success or new customers to keep an eye on. 

Don’t forget your target audience. Not all of your customers 
have a relatable story to tell, even if it’s one you’re 

particularly proud of. Think about exactly who you’re trying  
to reach. The case study must be relevant to them.  
Feature customers who are:

• in similar industries 

• from similar-sized organizations

• struggling with similar challenges

When should you approach  
your customer?
Getting a customer to agree to participate in a case study for 
you may be the toughest part of creating a killer case study. 
Participation requires time and commitment on the part of 
your customer. It’s a favor to you, after all. 

Finding the right time to ask your customer for this favor 
can be tricky—too early and they may be turned off, 
especially if they haven’t fully implemented your service 
yet. Ask too late and the details of your interactions may  
no longer be top of mind.

Ultimately, you want case studies that 
showcase a wide variety of use cases.
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The best time for the customer to speak about their 
experience is after they’ve had just enough time to see 
results. Depending on the service, this may be weeks or 
months later. The best case studies have data to back  
them up, and that can take time to collect. 

Lay the groundwork early
Develop a system to identify potential case study candidates 
early and get the feedback loop started. Here are 3 tactics 
to consider:

1.  During project kickoff, ask your customers what their 
goals are for your engagement. Ask them how they will 
track and measure results. This gives you information  
you can refer back to later.

2.  Check in regularly throughout the project and afterwards. 
Deliver a short survey to your customer at set intervals, 
whether that’s every month or every quarter. Keep it short, 
painless and informative. This gets them accustomed to 
giving feedback—and gives you more to work with. 

3.  Put it in the contract. You could include a clause about 
sharing results at specific milestones after the project is 
launched. This tells your customer that you have a vested 
interest in making sure they are successful. You can also 
offer something in return for sharing their experiences.

Make them an offer they can’t refuse
It’s true that your customer is helping you out by agreeing to 
a case study. But when you ask for their participation, pitch it 
as a win-win opportunity. 

Survey Question Ideas:

• What is the best part of working with us?

• How are we helping you meet your goals?

• What could we do better?

• How likely are you to recommend our service?
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Let them know you intend to:

• highlight their own services 

•  distribute the case study in places that will reach 
their prospective customers too

•  promote the case study—and hence their name— 
in social media, landing pages, newsletters and  
on your website

You should also be quite clear about your expectations and 
what you need from the customer. Make the process as 
smooth as possible by hiring a writer with a background in 
the industry, and requesting a manageable interview time  
of 20 to 30 minutes. 

Let the customer know they don’t have to worry about any 
surprises along the way; they will have the opportunity  
to review and approve the final case study before it is  
made public.

Overall, adopting the habit of checking in on customers is  
not only good service, but it strengthens your relationship.  
If the lines of communication are already in place, asking 
your customer for help with a case study will feel much 
more organic.

Offer an incentive
You can also go 1 step further by offering 
something in return for their participation: additional services 

or assistance
discounted rate free service boost in profile



Challenge 2 
How to get your writer  
to execute on your vision 
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Now that you’ve got a happy customer teed up 
to work on a case study with you, it’s time to 
hand them over to your writer to work some 
magic, right? Not quite.

Whether you’re working with an in-house, contract or 
freelance writer, it is well worth your time to prepare 
a detailed writer’s brief. In fact, we’d say it’s absolutely 
essential if you want your writer to execute on your  
vision as quickly and painlessly as possible.

The writer’s brief: why your  
case study will fail without one
A well-prepared writer’s brief: 

• provides clear context and direction

• lays out your expectations and goals 

•  provides clarity on tone, messaging and  
target audience

•  allows you to be hands off, knowing your writer  
has what they need to produce on-point content 

In short, a good writer’s brief will smooth out the content 
creation process and save both you and the writer time. 
You’ll be more likely to get the final product you want quickly, 
and the writer will have more confidence in their work.  

As a bonus, the act of preparing a writer’s brief will help you 
hone in on exactly what you want your case study to achieve.

Essential elements of a writer’s brief
Of course your writer’s brief should include the topic and 
deadline, as well as a target word count, your style guide, SEO 
keywords and other formatting requirements. But the bulk of 
the brief is going to take a little more thoughtful crafting. 

To get content that will resonate with your potential 
customers, you have to be clear on your purpose and your 
goals—and you have to communicate these to your writer.
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6 things to include in your writer’s brief:
1. Introduce yourself. What does your organization do?  
How does your service make your customers better? What 
problems do you solve? Introduce your brand and how it 
reflects the vision of your business. Try to describe your 
brand’s personality in 5 words. Give the writer the tools  
to establish a voice that’s consistent with your other content.

2. Introduce your audience or buyers. Who are you trying  
to reach with this content? Link to a persona document so 
your writer can visualize the reader. This will help establish 
tone and ensure relevant content.

3. Outline your goals and objectives. Why are you  
commissioning this case study? Are you trying to raise 
awareness of your organization? Showcase a particular  
use case? Demonstrate how you can solve a specific 
challenge? Provide details. 

4. Highlight the main takeaways. What key messages do 
you need to burn into the minds of readers? These should be 
written in sharp bullet points. Make sure they tie back to your 
goals and objectives.

5. Summarize the story. A case study has to have 
momentum to engage readers. Think of it as a story with a 
beginning, middle and logical end. Briefly outline your history 
with the customer you are featuring and why you selected 
them. What challenges were they facing? What solutions  
did you offer? What was the end result?

6. Detail the project’s nuts and bolts. This is where you can 
include formatting, style and structure guidelines, as well as 
a suggested workflow for revisions and approvals. 
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2 things to avoid in your writer’s brief:
1. Don’t write the whole piece yourself! Be concise with  
your writer’s brief. Try to limit yourself to a 1- or 2-pager. 
However, in addition, you may want to provide examples of 
other marketing content written for your organization, or 
case studies from competitors that you admire. Give the 
writer as much relevant information as possible without 
being overwhelming.

2. Don’t take shortcuts. An incomplete or vague writer’s  
brief is only going to lead to more questions from the  
writer or—even worse—unfocused, unenthusiastic and 
off-brand content. A well-briefed writer will ensure a 
smooth production process, and an engaging and  
effective case study.

See our writer’s brief template to get started.

 



Challenge 3
How to nail the customer interview
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The interview is a chance to gather the juicy 
details that will make your case study sparkle. 
The challenge for you is to extract the insights, 
data and color you need—while respecting that 
your customer is busy and may not be able to 
spare much time to talk. 

Before you schedule the interview, make sure you are 
thoroughly prepared. 

You’ll probably have just 20 or 30 minutes to capture your 
customer’s complete story: 

• who they are

• why they came to you

• how they implemented your service

• what results they experienced

Usually, the most logical way to structure the interview  
is chronologically.

Think of the case study as a story with a natural narrative arc:

BEGINNING  
(background and challenge) 

END 
(results)

MIDDLE  
(solution, including implementation)
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Icebreakers 

•  Tell me a little about  
your company.

•  What do you love about 
working there?

•  What are your goals?  
Your company’s?

The Challenge 

 •  What was going on at your 
company that led you to us?

•  How serious was the 
problem?

•   What solutions did you try 
before you came to us? 
What results did you see? 

•  Why did you choose to 
work with us?

The Solution

•  What service did you 
adopt? Why?

•  How did you implement 
our service?

•   What challenges did  
you encounter during  
the transition? 

•  When did you first notice 
results? What were they?

The Results

•  How did our service 
change your business?

•  What has it meant to your 
overall operations?

•  Do you have any data you 
can share?

 •  What advice would you 
have for others considering 
our service?

The right questions: a starter list
Thinking in terms of these 4 categories will help you craft your question list: 

Tailor these questions to suit the person you’re talking to. Eliminate any that seem repetitive or irrelevant and highlight 1 or 2 
from each category that are most important. Leave space and time for follow-up questions.
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Schedule the interview
The next task is to find a time and method that’s convenient 
to both of you for the interview. Try to be as flexible as 
possible and ask for 30 minutes of time. 

Don’t settle for an email interview. Not only are people  
more candid in conversation, but you will also be able to  
ask spur-of-the-moment questions and explore ideas as  
they are presented.

That leaves you with 3 options:

1.  face-to-face (this is the best and most  
personable choice; try to arrange this  
if your customer is in your region)

2. phone interview

3. video call 

You should take notes during the interview, but we highly 
recommend recording it also. A recording and transcription 
will ensure accuracy and give you peace of mind. Down the 

road, you can also use 
the transcript for other 
marketing activities, such 
as grabbing testimonials 
and pull-quotes, writing a blog post and more.

Use an app to record phone calls, or use Zoom or Skype  
to record video calls. 

Send the questions in advance
Some people worry that sending interview questions in 
advance will result in less candid and honest responses. 
Not true. You want your customer to be at ease during your 
interview, and you want them to have all the information  
and data they need at their fingertips.

Providing the questions in advance is not only courteous, 
but will lead to a more informative and useful interview. It 
also ensures you cover all the important points. During the 
interview, you can jump in with follow-up questions to dive 
deeper into certain areas or to clarify questions if needed. 

Make sure you have permission 
to record the conversation.
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Mistakes to avoid
Does your list have any yes/no questions? If so, be ready 
with a follow-up question. Better yet, revise the question  
so it is open-ended to elicit a more thoughtful response.

Don’t be afraid to ask for numbers, concrete examples or 
more information. You need these for a quality case study and 
this is your chance to get them. Don’t be afraid to repeat a 

question or rephrase it to make sure you 
get what you need.

Don’t be afraid to let the conversation 
stray a little from your outline—the best 
insights are often unexpected—but don’t 

get too far off-topic or you’ll run out of time before you reach 
the crucial end of the story.   

 
 
1 interview, many insights

The interview transcript may be useful not only 
for your case study writer, but also for your sales, 
marketing, research and other teams. It will likely 
include valuable information such as:

• what draws customers to your service

• what you might need to improve

•  the pain points customers want you  
to help resolve

• how you differ from the competition

• how long it takes customers to see benefits

•  what other services or products customers 
are looking for

Go to your interview with an open 
mind and be ready to listen.



Challenge 4 
How to write your case study  
for maximum impact
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It’s game time! Before you or your writer  
put fingers to keyboard, read through this 
section to help you sidestep a number of 
common writing pitfalls. 

Keep these tips in mind:

•  aim for 500 to 1,500 words: tell the story with 
detail but without rambling 

• cut the fluff: focus on detail, evidence and experience

•  make it easy to read: think short paragraphs,  
bulleted lists and subheads

•  include real numbers where possible to  
increase credibility

•  visualize who you’re writing for: if readers can 
picture your service helping them, you’re on the  
way to a sale

As with any writing project, the toughest part is getting 
started. Sometimes there’s really no better place to start 
than at the beginning.

 

Structure 
Your case study should include these key elements:

• Headline

• Subhead

• Executive summary

• Challenge: 
 � Customer introduction

 � Their pain points or challenge

 � What led them to you

• Solution
 � How did you help? Your products and services

 � Implementation 

• Results
 � Stats

 � Value statements

 � Powerful testimonials

 � Conclusion 

• Call to action
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Headline
A headline for a case study is not click bait. You’re not luring 
potential customers to your page with cute, provocative or 
sensational claims. 

Most times, case study readers are already on your 
website. They’re interested in how your solution has helped 
others and they’re evaluating if your solution is right for them.  

All that said, your headline still has to grab their attention 
and draw them into reading the entire case study. Do this by 
providing the right information. Be results-oriented. 

Make sure your headline includes these 3 elements:

1.  Name of the customer: Who is the case study about? 
An anonymous case study will not inspire trust in your 
organization—there are just too many fake or invented 
case studies out there. Use the customer’s name in the 
headline or, if they’re not well-known, indicate what 
industry they’re in and make sure the business name  
is right at the top of the main write-up.

2.  Product or service the customer used: Let readers know 
if the case study is relevant for them. Does the case study 
discuss a challenge they’re facing or a use case that is top 
of mind? Is this the service they’re looking for, too?

3.  Main benefit or result: Use a hard number if possible.  
If you don’t have a killer stat to put in the headline, 
describe a specific result. Show off! Make an impression.
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Here are 2 examples of simple, straightforward  
and effective headlines:

In both cases, the headline includes all 3 elements—the 
name of the customer, the service used and the key result 
backed by statistics—with no wasted words. 

Sometimes, a good headline-subhead combo is the way to go:

The headline tells you what happened—increased revenue 
and attendance—at what event. The subhead lays out the 
details of how exactly the main benefits were achieved.  
Effectiveness could be boosted by using hard numbers in  
the headline.

THE TRADE DESK

HUBSPOT

BIZZABO

http://pages.thetradedesk.com/
https://www.hubspot.com/
https://www.bizzabo.com/
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Of course, not everyone gets it right. Take a look at this 
landing page headline: 

The headline is essentially the customer name—that’s not 
enough information to grab a reader. The headline does, 
however, link to a PDF with another, much improved, headline:

Better, but it could be improved by using a specific benefit or 
result in place of the vague phrase “new heights.”

Executive summary
The first thing you do when faced with any study or report is 
read the executive summary or overview—right? Then you 
decide if it’s worth your time to read the rest of the material.

The executive summary of your case study serves exactly 
the same function. If the reader sees nothing beyond this 
section, they will still walk away with a good understanding 
of your service. A great summary might even be enough  
for a reader to pass the information along to the decision- 
makers in their organization. Make every word count.

The executive summary is 2 or 3 crucial sentences that 
provide a concise overview of the case study. They must  
be informative and:

•  summarize the story—introducing the customer  
and their pain points

• explain what your organization did

•  highlight the key results, including 1 or 2 statistics 
that drive home the takeaway message

FULLCONTACT

https://www.fullcontact.com/
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Write the executive summary first to help focus the rest of 
the case study. But don’t be too rigid—sometimes, in the 
process of reviewing the interview transcript or writing the 
main copy, another point or statistic will emerge as more 
impactful than what you’ve chosen to highlight. Revisit your 
executive summary when you’ve finished writing the case 
study to make sure it’s as strong and accurate as possible.

Sometimes, the executive summary can be short and sweet:

This is a good headline followed by a glorified subhead—but 
it does the trick! 

Other times, a more in-depth executive summary is required 
to give readers an overview of the case study:

SEGMENT FAIRWARNING

https://segment.com/
https://www.fairwarning.com/
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It’s a bit lengthy, but it effectively tells a story by introducing 
the client, outlining their challenge, and describing the 
solution and result. It sets the stage for further reading.

Sometimes, executive summaries miss the mark entirely:

This is not an executive summary—merely an introduction  
to a client. We have no idea what the problem or solution  
is, and there’s nothing to motivate us to read further.  
You can do better.

Make the customer the hero 
Time to check your ego! No one wants to hear you ramble 
on about how great you are. Prospects are, however, very 
interested in what your customer thinks about you. 

A good case study will resonate with your readers. They will 
see themselves and their own issues reflected in the writing. 
To help you achieve this kind of resonance, keep these points 
in mind:

1.  Introduce your customer right off the top. Stick to the 
most relevant details: what industry they’re in, their size 
and what they excel at. Only include information your 
audience cares about or details you need to provide to tell 
the most compelling story. Don’t forget to introduce the 
individual you interviewed. Your readers will relate to a 
person, not a faceless entity. 

2.  Let your customer do the talking. Direct quotes should 
make up a good portion of the case study. Use your words 
to clarify or connect quotes and move the story forward. 
Let your customer explain the challenge they faced, how 
they decided to use your services and how your solution 
helped them achieve results. 

BULLHORN

https://www.bullhorn.com/
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3.  This isn’t about you. Don’t paint yourself as a knight in 
shining armor who rescued a business in distress. You 
merely stepped in to smooth out a bump in the road. 
You provided a tool that helped the customer improve a 
process or solve a challenge—and they emerged stronger 
for it. Aren’t they amazing? Always keep the focus on  
the customer.

4.  Talk strategy. An important part of the story is  
explaining why your solution was chosen, and how it  
was implemented and rolled out. Let readers see the 
thought process involved.

5.  Cut right to the heart of the issue. Skip any vague  
and superfluous praise. Go easy on the marketing lingo. 
What changed for your customer? What did it mean 
to their business? Include numbers where possible or 
detailed descriptions if you don’t have stats. (This is  
where you get to brag a little bit about how your  
service made a difference and why.)

Remember that the person you interviewed is the face  
(and heart) of your case study. Be sure they resonate as  
a real person, like Emily:

This is an excellent example of introducing not only the 
customer, but a specific individual within the company.  
The last sentence positions Emily as the hero.

KAPOST

http://resources.kapost.com/
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Sometimes the organization itself can be the hero, 
like charity: water:

This paragraph in the executive summary nicely positions 
charity: water as the focal point of the story.

Testimonials and callouts
These are the money quotes. A testimonial is the customer 
telling the world that they enjoyed working with you, the 
results were dramatic and they recommend your services  
to others. 

The quotes you choose should be specific. “It’s great and I’m 
happy!” convinces no one. The testimonial must have detail 
that brings it to life:

Kim’s quote is descriptive and explains how BambooHR 
specifically benefited her. The big, quality photo of a happy 
customer makes it really stand out. This is a real person, 
someone we can trust. 

OKTA

BAMBOO HR

https://www.okta.com/
https://www.bamboohr.com/
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Use the most impactful quote as a callout in your case 
study design: separate it from the text, increase the font 
and catch the reader’s eye with design elements. Include a 
headshot of the person speaking. This increases visibility, 
relatability and trustworthiness. 

Another style is a slightly smaller headshot—though it 
perhaps provides slightly less impact:

Although the headshot is small, it, along with the statistic, 
makes this testimonial work. Light editing to shorten and 
tighten the quote would make it even better.

Great quotes can also be used elsewhere on your website,  
in social media and in other marketing and sales material.

Note, though, that a photo of a person does not  
automatically ensure a trustworthy testimonial.  
Take a look at these 2 examples: 

HIGHER LOGIC

YOUR INCOME ADVISOR

https://www.higherlogic.com/
https://yourincomeadvisor.com/
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Too over-the-top, too perfect—with big numbers, no believable 
detail and photos that don’t inspire trust. It’s all too easy to 
write a fake testimonial. Take the time to make yours credible. 

Stats—and what to do if you  
don’t have any
Nothing measures success like numbers. Convincing metrics 
are qualitative and show distinct before and after snapshots. 

Encourage your customer to share any statistics they have 
gathered relating to the use of your service, and build your 
case study around them. What improvements did they see? 
Did business or traffic increase? Did employees save time? 

These 2 examples effectively use statistics to quantify results:

The top example is more specific and, therefore, feels a little 
more credible. In the second example, “10X BETTER” begs the 
question: better than what? If you’re going to pull out statistics 
this way—which we think you should—be sure you give the 
proper context for them in the body of your case study.

KAPOST

APPSFLYER

http://resources.kapost.com/
https://www.appsflyer.com/
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Don’t have numbers?
There are times when you may not have access to the 
numbers, either because they’re confidential or because the 
customer just doesn’t track results that way. Don’t despair— 
we’ve got a fix for you.

Describe a clear before/after customer experience. You 
might not have a number, but your customer can detail what 
your service has meant to their business. What can they do 
with the money and time they’ve saved? Have they been able to 
hire more people, capture more business, sell more products?

Rely on a relatable story. Instead of starting your case 
study with a big splashy number, lead with your best, most 
evocative quote. Include a headshot of the person speaking. 
Lean into the personal story. Social proof can be just as 
convincing as a percentage improvement. 

Highlight the benefits. Even without numbers, you can 
showcase the advantages of your company’s service by 
listing benefits, like this example: 

FAIRWARNING

https://www.fairwarning.com/
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Calls to action
If you’ve written a solid case study and the reader has read 
through to the end, you can bet they’re interested in learning 
more. Tell the reader what to do next by including an 
obvious call to action.

Use specific language that speaks directly to your prospective 
customers. A “Contact us!” button may not be enough, but 
“Let’s talk about how our marketing service can help you 
attract new customers” might. Use color, large text and 
make it crystal clear what the reader should do next.

Here’s a simple and effective approach:

If your main goal is to convince readers to start a free trial, 
that type of call to action might do the trick at the end of 
your case study. 

But you may want to have more than 1 call to action, 
depending on what you are pitching. Do you offer a free 
consultation? A free trial? Free ebooks or resources? Do you 
have a customer service rep they can talk to? Any of these 
specific offers will likely entice a prospect to get in touch. 
Giving options will increase your chances of appealing to a 
prospect, no matter where they are in the buying process.

This example has 3 distinct options for customers when  
they reach the end of the case study:

DATABRICKS

DUO

https://databricks.com/
https://duo.com/
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Here’s another way of including multiple calls to action:

Remember that not all potential customers have the same 
approach. Some might want to speak to a live customer 
service rep before committing to a service; others are  
happy to try a service for themselves. Present options! 

Don’t limit yourself to a call to action at the end of a case 
study—you can put one at the top, too. This company put  
a call to action directly below the headline and subhead:

It’s important that the call to action is obvious and clear.  
It should be the only thing at the bottom of the case study. 
Don’t overwhelm or distract your readers. You want a  
new customer. Focus on getting one.

SEGMENT

HUBSPOT

https://segment.com/
https://www.hubspot.com/


Challenge 5 
How to get customer approval— 
in a timely way 
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A case study is a cooperative endeavor. Your 
customer has given their time and granted you 
permission to tell their story. In return, you may 
have offered them an incentive or benefit—even 
if that benefit is simply the exposure they’ll 
receive on your website.

No matter what agreement you made, the customer needs 
to approve the case study:

• to make sure it is accurate

•  to ensure they’re comfortable with the  
information published

• to maintain good customer relations 

• for common courtesy

Ideally, you’ve set out a review process early on so your 
customer is aware of the steps and deadlines involved. Be 
sure you know who to send the case study to for review, and 
who within the organization needs to provide final approval. 

Unfortunately, all too often, customer approval can take 
longer than expected—and sometimes you just never get it.

If your case study is well written, accurate and true to the 
tone of your interview, the customer’s review should be 
straightforward. Your process could look something like this:

1.  Send the case study to your customer for review, 
accompanied by a letter stating:

• a reminder of the purpose of the case study 

• you value their feedback  

•  you worked from an interview transcript—but the 
interviewee is welcome to adjust quotes for clarity  
or completeness

•  a reasonable deadline for revisions—perhaps  
3 days or 1 week

• a sincere thank you for their time
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2.  After receiving the revisions, adjust the copy as requested. 
Provide an explanation for any requested changes you 
don’t make. (Consider a quick call to discuss the revisions 
if there are more than a couple you don’t agree with.) 

3.  Share version 2 with the customer, again with a 
reasonable deadline for approval or comments. Ideally, 
this will be your final version and the read-through is  
just a formality. 

4.  Just in case, be prepared for at least 1 more round of 
revisions. Work this into your timeline.  

What if your customer doesn’t  
approve the case study? 4 strategies 
for overcoming customer reluctance
If your customer expresses hesitation about the case 
study—or downright refuses to allow its publication—  
don’t give up.

Try to find out what the concern is, and offer a solution. Here 
are 4 common issues and hints on how to get around them:

If there’s sensitive data in your case study, ask the customer 
to flag the areas of concern and then rewrite that area 
without those statistics. Can you reframe the information in 
a way that is more acceptable? Use percentages or describe 
an experience instead of using exact numbers, for example.

Again, determine the specific sections that are a concern. 
Perhaps you can rewrite parts of the case study to be less 
specific. Detail is important—but losing some is better than 
losing the entire case study.

“We don’t want to share this information.”

“We don’t want other vendors to know  
what we’re doing.”
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Is the customer uncomfortable being portrayed as a 
company in trouble? Rewrite in a more positive light by 
making the customer the hero. Paint them as a company 
seeking new ways to grow and improve.  

Ideally, you have secured all permissions before the interview 
and writing, but it is possible a key player at your customer’s 
office didn’t know about the case study. Offer to speak with 
the person who is concerned to explain the purpose and 
benefits of the case study for them.

If all else fails, you may still be able to salvage the case 
study with one of these techniques:

•  Offer to limit the use of the case study. Perhaps 
instead of posting it on your website, you could use  
it only in a sales package or presentation.

•  Offer anonymity. This is not ideal, but with enough 
detail about the customer experience, the case study 
can still be of value to readers.

•  Use it for internal training, if nothing else. A case 
study can be a motivator for your employees.

“It makes us look bad.”

“My boss doesn’t like it.”



Challenge 6 
How to design a visually  
engaging case study
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Depending on the type of service you provide 
and the customer experience you’re featuring, 
your case study could be 500 to 1,500 words or 
even longer. But even the most well-written case 
study is going to fall flat if it doesn’t look good or 
engage the reader on a visual level. 

You already know that throwing a block of text on a web 
page is going to get you nowhere. You need the deft hand  
of a designer to capture and keep the reader’s attention. 

Good design does more than pretty up a page. It can also:

•  increase readability by providing breaks for  
the eyes and mind

• boost credibility and trustworthiness 

• break complex topics into digestible morsels

• highlight key statistics, facts or quotes

• use visuals to explain processes or impacts

Carefully applied color, headers, subheads, bolded text  
and bulleted lists should be part of the design of every  
case study. Here are a few other elements to consider— 
you should include at least some of these:

Callouts
Here’s where you highlight your amazing testimonials. You’re 
sharing a customer’s story—what’s more effective than 
letting them tell it themselves? A great quote is a credible 
third-party review of what you do. Showcase it!

They should be informative and substantial, but not more 
than a sentence or two. Don’t be afraid to splice together  
2 fragments from your interview into 1 killer quote (but 
make sure you run the final version by the interviewee). 
Include attribution with all quotes.

Select the best soundbites from your interview 
to use as callouts or pull quotes.
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You can also use key statistics or benefits for callouts. 
Treat them as you would a great quote: use different colors, 
fonts and type sizes to draw attention and make the callout 
really stand out from the body text. 

Depending on the length of your case study, you can use a few 
callouts with consistent design to draw attention to key points.

Headshots
Include a headshot with your testimonials. It will deliver 
instant trustworthiness and credibility. Unfortunately, 
testimonials are invented fairly regularly by less scrupulous 
companies, so adding your customer’s face, name, job title 
and company to the testimonial helps it carry more weight. 

Readers relate to people. You’ve worked to humanize 
the customer experience by telling a relatable, candid 
story in your case study. Hammer it home with a quality 
headshot. Don’t accept a selfie or an out-of-date photograph. 
Headshots must be on-brand, personable, professional and 
do both you and your customer justice. 

Other photos 
If possible or relevant, include other photos from the 
customer’s workplace. This can help the reader understand 
the type of industry, work processes and standards of the 
customer. Vast libraries of stock photos are available if you’re 
stuck—but your own pictures will be better and tell the story 
more honestly.

Data illustrations
Some readers are more visual. A clear data illustration  
with minimal text can be as effective as a paragraph full  
of numbers. Experiment with the best way to showcase  
the statistics or data you have. 

Examples include:

pie chart graph map timeline calendar
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Remember, the text is still the main feature of your case 
study. Design elements should be used to pull the reader 
through the story, highlight key points and make the reading 
experience easier. Don’t let the design elements overwhelm 
the reader.

Infographics
Infographics visually break down a complex process into 
simple steps, or help guide the reader through the highlights 
of your case study. Some case studies may lend themselves 
to infographics more than others. If you think this may be the 
case, talk to an experienced designer. Translating words into 
a compelling graphic is an art.

Infographics can visually break down  
a complex process into simple steps.

01

02

03

04

05



Challenge 7 
How to get the right eyes  
on your case study
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A case study is an essential selling tool. Now that 
you’ve created it, you have to get it out in front of 
potential customers. But how? 

Don’t just park your case study on your website—though 
you can certainly make it available there. Use it in your 
interactions with customers, in your sales pitches and  
in your marketing kits. Give prospects every opportunity  
to find and read it.

Case studies are handy resources you can fit into almost  
any part of your marketing strategy. 

7 ways to promote and distribute  
your case study

1. On your website

Place a teaser—this could be a callout with a call to  
action—and a link to your case study right from your  
home page. Anyone considering your services will be  
sure to click through.

Or, dedicate a full page to case studies. For each, include 
a headline, summary and perhaps a callout, with a call to 
action to inspire visitors to read on.

Relevant case studies are also great content for landing 
pages. Consider the value of a credible and substantial 
testimonial right on a sales page for your services.  

2. Blog fodder

Blog about your case studies! Tell your audience about your 
recent success. Use your own voice to tell a little of the story 
behind the story and highlight the strategy and success. As 
when you were writing the case study itself, focus on the 
customer and their experience, not your own company.  
Don’t forget to link to your case study from the blog post!

3. Email marketing

If your email list is organized by industry or other segments, 
you can send an appropriate case study to those who may 
find it useful. This is a great way to re-open a conversation 
with a customer or prospect that has gone silent.
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4. Arm your sales team

Your sales team will benefit from having relevant and 
targeted case studies at their fingertips as a convincing tool 
they can use in their sales process. It’s a sure-fire way to 
show prospects how another organization in their industry 
found success with your service. 

5. Social media

You’ve already picked out the impactful quotes and stats for 
callouts and design features. These same bit and pieces are 
perfect nuggets to share via social networks. Be sure to tag 
the featured customer in the post.

6. The follow-up sales email

That important email you send to follow up on a sales call 
is a great time to share an applicable case study. Too often, 
those follow-ups are vague “just checking in” messages.  
Give the email some value. 

After your sales call, select a relevant case study and tailor 
it for the prospect. Tell the prospect exactly how it applies to 
their situation. 

This gives the prospect new information about the service 
you offer and how it delivers solutions specific to their use 
case. It’s a great way to spark continued dialogue. 

7. Include case studies in all proposals

Especially when you are chasing new business, you want 
to showcase your services, experience and success—and a 
case study is proof you can deliver results. 

There is no better way to show prospective customers you 
can do what you say you can do than by including a case 
study or 2 along with your proposal. 
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Proposal writing can be a sprint, too often done under a  
tight deadline. That’s why it’s so important to have case 
studies at your fingertips that you can pull out when required. 

Case studies not only show what you can do, but how you do 
it and what the real-life impacts are. Use them often—and 
use them wisely. 

 

Tips for including case studies with proposals

1. Use at least 1 and no more than 3 case studies per proposal.

2.  Select case studies that tackle similar challenges to those your 
prospect is facing.

3.  Consider customizing the case study. For example, you could 
highlight a different quote or benefit in your case study to target a 
specific solution the prospect seeks. In some cases, tweaking the 
content slightly—and asking the designer to update the design—
will be worth the investment. 
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Conclusion
Case studies are 1 of the top 2 most 
important marketing tools for B2B businesses, 
according to a survey completed by the  
Content Marketing Institute.

Of the 3—the other 2 being webinars and in-person events—
case studies may be the most economical and effective.  
A case study has a longer shelf life and broader reach than 
an in-person event, and can be more easily repurposed to  
fit different aspects of your sales and marketing strategies 
than a webinar.

But you’ve got to get it right—and that’s a challenge.

A well-written, well-executed case study is a sure way to 
boost credibility. It demonstrates that your service can bring 
big benefits—and that your customers are so impressed that 
they’ve agreed to publicly support your business. 

It’s a level of transparency that’s difficult to achieve in any 
other marketing content. It’s the social proof your prospective 
customers crave.

Producing content that resonates with prospects, inspires 
trust and brings in sales sounds like a tall order. 

But if you use the tools and strategies described in this 
ebook, communicate with your customers and let your 
creativity flow, we’re confident you’ll create engaging  
case studies—and see lasting results.

Want to chat about your particular case study 
challenges and how to overcome them? 

Call or check us out online:

Uplift Content Inc. 
 Call Emily at 902-488-1295 
 Email Emily at emily@upliftcontent.com 
 Find us on the web at www.upliftcontent.com

https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/2018-b2b-research-final.pdf#page=23
mailto:%20emily%40upliftcontent.com%20?subject=
http://www.upliftcontent.com/
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Writer’s Brief Template: 
Case Studies
Overview
• Customer

• Goals for this case study

• Format

• Word count

• First draft deadline

Audience
• Describe target audience for this case study

• Link to persona or avatar

Background
• Reason for featuring this customer

• Key challenge that brought this customer to you

• Your services this customer uses

• How the customer is using your services (list use cases)

• How your services solved their challenge

• Results and statistics

• How you will use or distribute this case study

Messaging
• Key points to cover

• Particular focus, angle or messaging to hit on

• Key value propositions to highlight

•  The piece of the customer’s experience that really  
stands out to you

Executional Guidelines
• Style guide

• Formatting requirements

• Preferred structure

• SEO requirements

• Tone of voice

Information Needed 
• Names and job titles of interviewees

• Transcript of interview

•  Any details (not in the transcript) the writer needs to  
fully understand the situation or angle

•  Links to a couple of key articles from your website for 
background information and context

• Links to your relevant services pages

•  Any other relevant information that would be helpful  
for writing this case study
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